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Best Outgoing Students

Rujuta Marathe
Year of passing: 2013

SAE BAJA

Team Blitz Won 2nd prize for Best Built
 & finished 13th, beating 80 other teams in the Endurance Race
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Year of passing: 2011

Anchalika Pathak
Year of passing: 2012
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Our teachers inspire hope,
ignite the imagination,
and instill a love for learning 

Mechanical Engineering Department - We Mech The World
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The mechanical department was started late as

compared to the other departments in our college.

In the initial stages, we debated whether it would

be a good decision and whether we would get

adequate response. However, with great courage

we did start this department and we got an

excellent response not only from the students, but

also from the industry and society. I believe that

the students are good, their work in industry has

been good and so ultimately, I can say that they

have succeeded in becoming true mechanical

engineers. Many girls have also got placed in

leading companies and they are doing extremely

well for themselves.

Gender diversity has a significant role to play

where mechanical engineering is concerned and

many companies now try to recruit more women

than before. Owing to this, I feel we need to

consider this aspect very seriously since being a

woman should not be the only reason why we get

so many opportunities here at Cummins. Instead

we must get these opportunities because we are

good engineers. We need to prove that our gender

is not the only reason why we get into the best of

places, meet the best of people, and stand above

the rest.

I hope that this newsletter will bring connectivity

among the students and at the same time bring to

light the many happenings in the world of

mechanical engineering so that the students will

be updated with the latest technical advancements

and become more aware of this rapidly changing

and greatly innovative field.

Words from our Principal...
H.O.D. Speaks...
The department of mechanical engineering is thankful

to our principal, Dr. Madhuri Khambete for

encouraging the idea of Departmental News Letter.

The students' participation in this first news letter is

amazing and remarkable, which shows an

understanding amongst them of team work and a wish

to do something wonderful.

The main objective of releasing this letter is to

motivate the students to be adroit and show acuity;

another is to encourage the students in an affable

manner to actively participate in various curricular and

co-curricular activities without disregarding

academics. This news letter contains information

about those students who have given splendid

performance and have heaped laurels upon the

department.

I feel this is the right media through which I can put

forward the planning of the department in front of the

students. The department feels very proud to start the

Research Centre in the forthcoming years. The short

term goals of the department are 1 ) to implement the

six-sigma activity under signature project of

Cummins; 2) to start M.E. Mechanical Design course

and get accreditation from NBA in AY: 2014-1 5; 3) to

achieve 100% placements in multinational companies;

4) to encourage the faculty and students for paper

presentations and filing of patents at national and

international level.

In the end, an advice to all the students: Apart from

curricular, co-curricular and extra curricular activities,

your academics should always be the first priority as

this will help you become good engineers, support in

branding of the department's name in the society and

will place you into good companies. A message for all

the final year students- be a part of the department,

interact and share your views and experiences with the

juniors for the betterment of the department, after

passing out from such wonderful institution.

I hope after reading this news letter, your rich minds

will be enlightened.

Dr. Madhuri Khambete

Prinipal, CCOEW

Dr. R. B. Ingle

Prof & HOD

Mechanical Department, CCOEW
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The students of the department are curious to

know the history of our department. Prof.

Divekar was kind enough to answer our

questions.

Q] What were the pros and cons considered when
the idea of starting a mechanical department in
CCOEW was proposed?
Maharshi Karve Stree Shikshan Samstha set up a

college of engineering exclusively for women in

1991 . This was the first of its kind in Asia. Three

branches were launched at that time. Next came in

IT. Launching of Mechanical department provided

more options for students at good college. This also

opened up more seats and more students to benefit

from it- providing an opening in a big way to girls in

an area more populated by men.

It was certainly a calculated risk. It involved huge

investment in infrastructure and operating costs.

While MKSSS always looked forward to provide

betterment of women, there were mixed opinions

about what would be the response of society,

namely, the students themselves, their parents and

the community in general. Cummins India

Foundation provided strong financial backbone in

part and the community made the efforts of MKSSS

worthy.

Q] We have heard that a survey of all the colleges in
and around Pune was carried out, to find whether
girls were really interested in pursuing the subject.
Please give us some details.
Yes. We visited at least a dozen colleges at that time.

The objective was to see their infrastructure,

understand the reasons for known discrepancies, if

any. To see the response of girl students to

Mechanical branch of Engineering. At that time the

maximum strength of girl students in Mechanical

class of sixty was only six. That's just 10%!

Constraints faced in our own college were also

considered.

Q] Our building is state of the art and on the lines of
modern architecture. What is the idea behind the
design?

The architect submitted four options. The current

one appealed because its stepped structure does not

come crowding on the visitor. It does not stand as a

barrier wall; instead, it provides a welcome, inviting

elevation.

The footprint of the building is 11 50 square meters.

With multiple floors the total carpet area is more by

six times. The building had to be constructed in two

phases. The first phase was up to third floor.

Construction would go on in second phase while we

started with the academic activities in first three

floors. Separate access to the academicians and

construction people were provided so as to eliminate

disturbance of any one to the other.

Ventilation and illumination was given a specific

attention. Isolation of noise, distractions and

nuisance, if any, was considered. All laboratories

with heavy equipment were to be located on ground

floor. Drawing halls went to the top floor since it

had no heavy equipment and needed better

illumination while students stroked lines with

0.5mm pencils.

With five class rooms on second floor spilling 300

students in between lectures at a given instant, a

direct stair from outside provides additional channel

to the inner staircase.

Originally the conference room was suggested at

second floor. We shifted it to third floor. This was

done to avoid overcrowding at second floor. Also

the central open space at third floor could be used as

a foyer during registration and intervals of

conference and meetings.

The flooring of workshop is made of hard tri-mix to

sustain heavy activity.

Q] Would you say that Cummins, by starting an all
girls mechanical branch, has played a significant
role in changing the mindset of the industries and
the common man as well?
Yes and this is just the beginning! ! !

How it all started...
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With Mr. Deval as chairman, we were working on project Mechanical since 2005. One year later, I

remember sitting inside a car in the parking of Le Meridian waiting for Prof. Shastry. He had just returned

from a meeting with the chairman and managing director of CIL Mr. Anant Talaulicar. When he came in, he

had a letter in hand and a smile on his face. It was a smile of the beginning. Project mechanical had received

a go green from all fronts.

We did the Bhumi Pooja for the Mechanical engineering Building on 29 November 2006. Since that day, I

have been working in the mechanical engineering department- first as a subject expert, later as an overall in-

charge of Mechanical engineering department, till finally I resigned on 31 December 2008 as HOD

(Mechanical). During this tenure I did my job with pride and dedication. It was a very satisfying experience

and I cherish those memories. I would like to share the reasons why I am still proud to be associated with

this department as an ordinary person.

While working on the project Mechanical engineering I have been an amused recipient of weird, mocking

looks from fraternity of other institutes. My dear students, thanks to your performance in academics,

curricular and extracurricular activities, competitions and paper presentations the same fraternity carries a

look of jealousy. My dear students, I am proud of your performance.

I firmly believe that organizations are not only about the buildings, walls, and equipments, but also, the

people who impart meaning to these material things to bring life and achievements. I had to strengthen the

department with teaching and non teaching staff. I aspired for a department, to begin with, a good mix of

faculty from design, thermal and manufacturing areas with an average age of 35 years. Thanks to my

colleagues we have a more vibrant and inspired faculty than what I aspired for. I am proud to be with them.

I now look forward to setting up of that trend where the rolling out successful seniors pass on the baton of

fire within, to ignite the minds of juniors. The faculty would stand rock solid to support.

It gives us great pleasure to bring to you the first edition of Mechanical Express. Overwhelming response

across the department and active contribution have made it a success and encouraged us to excel.

This edition will highlight the journey of Mechanical Engineering Department. We feel proud to mention

the achievements of our students who excelled in academics, extra-curricular activities and also the grand

success of our Team Blitz in BAJA SAEINDIA.

Mechanical Express team wish you great year ahead.

The Mechanical newsletter was conceptualized with a vision to create a platform for recognition of talent in

this department. To celebrate it and harness it to move forward together. Like a mushroom cloud, the

department can grow stronger and reach taller, and like a drop of dye, it can adapt to any surrounding but

retain its X-factor.

We pondered over a lot of names but "The Mechanical Express" had more than onomatopoeic significance.

Yes it makes you want to keep pace with time, evolving technology and ecosystems but also promises

opportunity to express. Express your interpretations of the fascinating world of Mechanical engineering.

We, the editorial team have in this issue featured the feats of our department, professors and students and

have focused on that to create a complete database, For the next issue we invite you to mesmerize us with

that engineering marvel or concept you are reading about, until then we hope you enjoy this edition.

Word from the Guru

Message from the Editorial Team

 Prof. Poonam Bhore
Staff Coordinator

 Editorial Team

 Prof. Sunil Divekar
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. . .was awarded the Best Outgoing

Student in 2011 . While in

CCOEW, her academic records

were impeccable, and continue to

do so even now. Professors who

taught her recall the sense of

tranquillity that always seemed

to surround her. Given her quiet

personality, it is of no surprise

that she failed to mention about

her expertise in Mallakhamb!

Q] In the first batch of
Mechanical engineers to pass out
from Cummins College, you were
the best outgoing student. On the
wooden plank in the main
building yours will be the first
name read by people who would
walk the corridors in years to
come. How does that make you
feel?
It feels good to be remembered

by the college as a good student.

Having my name on the wooden

plank in the main building is a

little intimidating, since it is

associated with a responsibility

of continuing to work hard. It

reminds me that the success of

our college is associated with the

success of its students, and the

recognition motivates me to

achieve more. It has given me a

special bond with the institution

that shaped me as a person.

Q] You were the first student to
go to Purdue Mechanical
engineering school. What is your
field of mastery, what made you
chose that specialisation and
how has the academic experience
been?
There have been other Cummins

college alumni who were part of

the ME school at Purdue. I am

specializing in Combustion and

Flames for my Masters in

Mechanical Engineering. I chose

Combustion because I was

interested in thermal sciences and

wanted to study a topic that could

be applied to internal combustion

engine performance. The

academic experience at Purdue

has been extraordinary. The

couple of years here have been

the most intellectually enriching,

to say the least. The highlight of

this educational system, that I

like very much, is the practical

problem solving approach and

interdisciplinary nature of

research.

Q] You are at a turning point of
your life where you complete
your masters and decide the next
step. What path have you chosen
and what has inspired this
decision?
I have decided to join Cummins

Inc. after finishing my Masters.

The decision was driven by my

liking for the kind of work I

would be doing at Cummins. The

summer internship I did there

was a wonderful learning

experience with a lot of job

satisfaction. I completely enjoyed

the school duration of my

Masters, and would like to

continue studying further. But I

believe that gaining some work

experience would be beneficial. I

would love to come back to grad

school after working for a year or

two.

Q] What was your BE project,
how did you select it and how did
it enhance the engineer in you?
My BE project was about using

biofuels in a CI engine and its

effect on the engine performance.

It was an in-house project. One

of the reasons for choosing it was

the obvious fact that it was

related to engines and biofuels -

two things I like to work on.

Also, it gave us some hands-on

experience. The entire project

was quite fascinating, right from

searching for biofuels available

in the market, getting those, to

running the engine and analysing

the data. We thoroughly enjoyed

doing it.

Best Outgoing Students

Mugdha Sane.. .
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. . .was selected for the

Best Outgoing Student Award in

2012. Talented, versatile and a

true extrovert, she is also

extremely down to earth, as

many can testify. Anchalika had,

and continues to have, very

strong ties to the department, as

is evident from her interview.

Q] One year after passing out
from CCOEW, we are curious to
know where you are.
I am at Purdue University, West

Lafayette, IN, USA pursuing my

masters in mechanical

engineering, with specialization

in thermal systems. I got this

wonderful opportunity through

the Cummins-Purdue Fellowship

program. I owe it all to our

college!

Q] The first we had heard of you
was that you had won the fashion
show at Symbiosis. A few months
later your name was etched as
the "Best Outgoing student".
What makes Anchalika do both
and do it right?
I feel blessed to have gotten the

accolades and it is humbling. I

believe in doing things and doing

them to the best ofmy ability. Do

your best; leave the rest- this has

been instilled in me by my

mother and teachers since

school.

Going by this, I always try to

give my 100% to the job in hand.

Be it a hard core professional job

or fun filled activity and enjoy

every moment of it- jo karo, apna

best karo.

Q] When we refer to old files as
a guideline for submissions, I

always try and hunt down
Anchalika Pathak's file. The
clarity it reflects is unparalleled.
What distinguishes your style of
learning from the general
pattern?
You really make me feel like a

celebrity!

On a serious note, I owe this

clarity of thoughts that have been

reflecting in my work and action

to my mentors starting from

parents to my teachers of both

school and college.

I am a keen observer and

enthusiastic learner. The

academic environment at home,

thanks to my mother, has been

the plinth of my academic

excellence. From my formative

years at school, I am grateful to

my teachers (especially the

physics teachers Mrs. Tanga and

Mrs. Verghese) who helped me

evolve and learn logical

reasoning. This understanding

and skills got chiseled in the

excellent hands of our own

professors who are a perpetual

source of inspiration for me.

Prof. Dixit has inspired me to

pursue my further education in

the field of turbo machines. All

my CCEW teachers from FE to

BE have been wonderful teachers

as they not only taught the

subjects so very well but made

sure to keep the interest towards

the fields intact.

My friends have also had a

strong impact on me to perform

to my best of ability; I have made

lifelong bonds in this

college.. .thanks!

Q] They say alumni make a
college; the best colleges have
the best student networks. How
must we build and grow
relationships with those girls
who have studied in the same
classrooms as we do today?
We are lucky to be in this phase

of advanced technology, where

we can connect through social

networks, emails etc. That is

definitely the best way to keep in

touch, and keep the alumni

informed of all the wonderful

events and news of college. I

would like to say this on behalf

of my batch- please feel free to

contact anyone from my batch

(2012) for anything you ever

need; we will be more than

happy to help and guide you, and

be there for our people!

Q] They say your batch was a
pleasure to teach. The coherence
facilitated the teachers in tuning
in. What effort did you all put in
to ring that positive vibe?
These words may sound weather

beaten, but the fact remains that

respect, faith, discipline and

transparency are four pillars to

have best of interpersonal

relations.

We LOVE our teachers. They

have not been just teachers, but

wonderful mentors, guides and

have supported us in every

possible way- be it related to

academics, college events or

even the 'gunda-gardi' we did in

college! We used to spend hours

in the staff rooms, talking to

them about daily life issues and

the subject difficulties.

Anchalika Pathak.. .
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Prof. Chaware's cabin (the HOD

office) was so open, we could go

up to him with any problem and

he would solve it within minutes.

Prof. Patil, Prof. Dixit, Prof.

Agavekar, Prof. Rajurkar, Prof.

Shrigandhi and Prof. Chandekar

(sorry if I missed anyone out! )

have always been there for us.

They were like our 911 in

college; we could contact them at

any time with any issues or go to

them with no issues to have a

wonderful chat! Chetan sir, all

the lab assistants and the

workshop mamas were always

helpful.

In class, we were very active and

always participated (though we

didn't know the answers at

times); but that created a very

healthy learning atmosphere

wherein both the students and

teachers shared a comfort level.

The college events obviously

played a big role in helping us

bond with our professors as we

got to see the creative side they

had. We did not actually DO

anything in particular to share

that bond with our teachers, it

just happened! We were blessed.

. . .was chosen for the Best

Outgoing Student award 2013.

She was the driver for the BAJA

team of our college. She has

represented CCOEW in

Volleyball competitions at

various events. Rujuta has a

long list of sports to her credit,

including rope mallakhamb.

Q] Let us start with the obvious
your comments on being the Best
Outgoing Student? How did this
come about?
I always have been actively

involved with college activities. I

have hosted many events- the

dandiya event organised by us

F.E's in 2009, Gandhaar group

song competition in and also the

Alumni meet in 2011 . Also, I

have been playing volleyball for

3 years for our college; won

almost all of the matches and

brought home a lot of trophies.

Being a core committee member

for Triz 2011 and 2012, one of

the active organisers of the SAE

annual social event while

keeping a consistent academic

record, and of course being the

driver for SAE BAJA India 2013

has made me stand out in my

class. It is probably why I was

chosen for this award.

Q] What made you opt for
mechanical engineering after
12th?
I have always had a love of

machines, especially

automobiles. This was the main

reason to pursue mechanical

engineering after 12th. Also, my

father- who is a mechie- inspired

me a lot. I developed an interest

in mechanical engineering due to

him during childhood.

Q] What was your best
experience as the driver for team
Blitz?
The best experience in BAJA

was the entire process of making

the car, part by part, fitting one

assembly after the other. As a

driver, the best experience was

the Endurance race, where there

is just one target in front of you-

win at any cost. This experience

taught me perseverance and

patience. As a team member,

being a part of a big team,

combining efforts, durability,

mental stability and alertness

made their presence felt like no

other time in four years of

engineering.

Q] Describe your years in
CCOEW. Any regrets in all these
4 years?

Life in CCOEW has been pretty

awesome! Although the years

were spent more outside the

classroom than inside it, the

experience was amazing. The

friends I made, the values I

learnt, the support college gave

me for all my extra-curricular

activities made it even more

special and memorable. No

regrets at all in these four years.

They were and will be some of

the best years ofmy life!

Q] What are your plans for the
future?
Well, my plan is to get a master's

degree. I will be (hopefully)

enrolling in a university for the

fall semester of 2013 in the field

of Solid Mechanics and Finite

Element Method. After that, I

plan to join the industry, and try

to make a difference in the

automobile industry.

Q] What is your secret to
balancing work and play?
Do not think too much! Be

serious only when you need to be

and relax for the rest of the time.

Everything does sort itself out so

I just sit back and enjoy the years

passing by!

Rujuta Marathe.. .
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Apoorva Bardapurkar

has been participating in the

stage play competitions since

2011 . She has graduated from

being the lights controller to the

director in these two years. She

was the winner of the Neelsindhu

award for Direction and the

Ganpatrao Bodas award for best

direction. To people who know

her, she remains the lovable

'Bardhi' who is almost always in

trouble.

Q] What was your first reaction,
after your name had been
announced for the award?
The announcement itself took

time to sink in. Only after I had

been handed the award, did I

come to terms with what took

place. This award was a

cumulative effect of all the plays

I've done before and not just

Bagulbuva in particular. It was

not just 'me' getting the award; it

was the play as a whole along

with the entire team.

Q] What attracted you to the
stage?
I didn't know much about acting

or drama at that time (S.E). I

wanted to see what it felt like to

be on stage, to know what the

process was all about and was

immediately pulled to it when I

saw the way things worked in the

team. The CCOEW teams have

always had a very valued

characteristic- they 'brainstorm'

together. The director or the

writer is never solely responsible

for the final story and inputs

from each and every member are

always welcomed. This spirit is

what made me want to join the

team in the first place.

Q] How has the life on stage
affected you?
Drama makes me feel very alive.

The lights are on you, you know

the sequence down pat and in

spite of all the practice you've

had, things are never completely

in your control. In these two

years of being on stage, I have

grown in so many ways- I'm now

more alert; yet calm even when

put on the spot irrespective of the

situation. Quick thinking and

decision making guide me and

I've collected countless

experiences along the way.

Q] What is the best advice you
can give someone?
When you opt for a cause and

decide to work for it, there will

always be many obstacles.

However, you must always

remember that the cause comes

first. Whether it was personal

issues with team members or

other problems, we tried to forget

everything once we were on

stage. We worked for the play as

a whole and while we did,

nothing else mattered.

Q] Can one realize that success
is not far away?
For one of the timed rehearsals,

they had allowed audience

without tickets, who jeered and

hooted as other colleges

performed- many teams were

forced to opt for curtain call. As

Bagulbuva came out on stage, all

of us expected the same or even

worse treatment. We heard the

first few hoots from the audience

and then- we heard silence. The

drama had created an impact. It

clicked to us that more than

winning, the play mattered and

the way it touched the audience

was what would distinguish us

from the rest. We understood that

we had an extremely captivating

story, something that each and

every member of the audience

would be able to relate to. The

award (Purushottam Karandak)

would come if it had to, but we

as a team needed to be satisfied

with our performance. Our good

performance would be justice

enough for our hard work over

the months and we kept the

thought ofwinning aside.

Q] What was the best lesson
learnt?
Over the years, I've learnt to

become a people magnet. In any

team, it is always important to

bring people together and to keep

them together. Also, in a drama,

it is very easy for things to go

wrong and if this happens, it

could act as a catalyst for more

flaws to occur. The panic builds

like fire and once it spreads, it is

very hard to control it. I learnt

the importance of this in the very

beginning and, since then, my

panic button is always kept on

hold. Coolness of mind and

rational thinking always come

first on any stage.

Drama Much?
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Name of the Faculty Responsibilities /Achievements 

Dr. R. B. Ingle 

Professor and Head of Mechanical Engineering Department 
Responsibilities 

Recognized Ph. D guide of Pune University and BITS, Pilani 
06 candidates pursuing Ph. D in UOP, 01 candidate pursuing Ph. D in BITS Pilani. 
Achievements 

One student awarded Ph.D. in UOP. 
Published Papers in International Journals. 

Dr. G. S. Chandekar 

Associate Professor 
Responsibilities 

In-charge Mechanical Engineering Department Research Centre. 
Initiated consultancy services for various Industries. 
Faculty Co-ordinator for Student Projects. 
Achievements 

Published Paper in Society of Automotive Engineers International. 

Prof. P.S. Chaware 

Assistant Professor 
Responsibilities 

Co-ordinator for Industry –Institution Interaction 
Co-ordinator for Oral / Practical Examination of University of Pune. 
Initiated consultancy services for various Industries 
Achievements 

Successfully completed project under Teacher’s Research Grant, University of Pune. 
Registered for Ph.D. in UOP and completed course work. 

Prof. S.P. Divekar 

Assistant Professor 
Responsibilities 

Member of Local Management Committee. 
Achievements 

Published two books on 1)Metallurgy, and 2)Metallurgy and Material Science 

Prof. P.A. Bhore 

Assistant Professor 
Responsibilities 

Departmental Newsletter Faculty Co-ordinator. 
Alumni Committee Department Co-ordinator. 
Department Representative for Training and Placement Cell 
Achievements 

Successfully Completed M.E. (Mechanical-Design) with 8.48 CPI. 
Successfully Completed Continuing Education Program at IIT, Bombay on ‘Kinematics and 
Dynamics of Machinery’. 

Prof. A.A. Bhosale 

Assistant Professor 
Responsibilities 

SAE Faculty Advisor, BAJA Faculty Advisor 
Assistant Director- Central Assessment Process for SE of University of Pune 
Achievements 

Received Research funds of Rs.18, 90,000 from ‘Department of Science and Technology’, 
Govt. of India. 

Prof. R.A. Agavekar 

Assistant Professor 
Responsibilities 

In-charge Departmental Library. 
Central Library Department Co-ordinator. 
Faculty Co-ordinator for Student Seminars. 

Prof. N.R.Patil 
Assistant Professor 
Responsibilities 

SAE Faculty Advisor, BAJA Faculty Advisor. 

Prof. H.M. Shinde 

Assistant Professor 
Responsibilities 

Department co-ordinator for College Website Development committee. 
Department co-ordinator for College Technical Event –Innovation. 
Department Computer Centre Development Co-ordinator. 
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Prof. S. A. Kedar Assistant Professor 

 

Responsibilities 

Department Co-ordinator for College Technical Event –Innovation 
Faculty Co-ordinator for Guest lectures. 
Faculty Co-ordinator for Seminar/workshop/conference. 
Achievements 

Conducted Workshop on Wind Turbine in College Technical Event –Innovation. 

Prof. A.P. Rajurkar 

Assistant Professor 
Responsibilities 

College Annual Function-‘Gandhar’ Department Co-ordinator. 
In-charge for Departmental Activities. 

Prof. A. S. Shinde 

Assistant Professor 
Responsibilities 

College Network Committee Department Co-ordinator. 
Department Computer Centre Development Co-ordinator. 
Achievements 

Successfully Completed M.E. (Mechanical-Design) with 7.3 CGPA. 
Paper Published in International Journal in Adv. in Management Technology and 
Engineering & Science. 

Prof. M. P. Gaikwad 
Assistant Professor 
Responsibilities 

Department Industrial Visit Co-ordinator, Co-ordinator National Board of Accreditation  

Prof. N. R. Kolharkar 
Assistant Professor 
Responsibilities 

Result Analysis Co-ordinator, Co-ordinator for National Board of Accreditation Activity. 

Prof. Y. S. Munde 
 

Assistant Professor 
Responsibilities 

Result Analysis Co-ordinator, Department Library Co-ordinator. Co-ordinator for National 
Board of Accreditation Activity 
Achievements 

Registered for Ph.D. in UOP and completed course work. 

Prof. S. P. Soman 

Assistant Professor 
Responsibilities 

NSS Department Co-ordinator. Result Analysis Co-ordinator. Department Time-table Co-
ordinator. 

B.E. 

1. Aditi Joshi            79.73% 

2. Tanvi Umarje       75.40% 

3. Vinita Iyer            74.86% 

S.E. 

1. Pranjali Kaswa     78.53% 

2. Neha Bannur        74.40% 

3. Renuka Rode        70.06% 

T.E. 

1. Vibha Manvi            70.67% 

2. Jyoti Jadhav             70.26% 

3. Meera Garud            69.66% 

F.E. 

1. Maitrayee Patil         78.46% 

2. Shruti Kizhakkel      74.46% 

3. Surabhi Gupte          74.08% 
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Student Toppers  Academic Year: 20112012



 

Name of Student Class Activity 

Vibha Manvi BE 

Innovation 2K12, Volunteered 

BAJA Certificate of Participation 
 

TOEFL -153 

Rituja Marathe BE 

Innovation 2K12, Volunteered 

IIT Bombay Techfest ,Participated 

BAJA Certificate of Participation 

MIT , XQUIZIT 
 

GRE-311 
TOEFL -110 

 

Mrunal Sawant BE 

BAJA Certificate of Participation 

PCMC Spectrum 

Innovation 2K12, Volunteered 

Amrita Yelikar BE 

Completed German Language Course 

Completed course in Geometrical Dimensioning  
&Tolerance (GD&T) 

 

GATE-9428AIR 

Vishakha Pandey BE 

BAJA Certificate of Participation 

Emanagineer India (AutoNex) Certificate of Merit 
 

TOEFL -101 

Apoorva Bardapurkar BE Best Director, Purushottam Karandak 

Meera Garud BE 

Completed course in Geometrical Dimensioning  
&Tolerance (GD&T) 

 
GATE -8183AIR 

Isha Pargaonkar BE GRE-314 
TOEFL-110 

Aniya Kolhatkar BE GRE-322 
TOEFL-111 

Student Achievements
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Nandita Bondada BE GATE-11863AIR 

Jyoti Jadhav BE GRE-310 
TOEFL-96 

Bageshree Umrani BE GRE-314 
TOEFL-102 

Deepali Sonawane 

BE Second Prize innovation 2013 event Project 
Competition Sujal Gaikwad 

Rutuja Navale 

Komal Lagu SE First Prize in paper presentation  in MIT COE, 
Pune 

Pragati Mundalik TE Second Prize innovation 2013 event De-Surprizia 

Neha Bannur 
TE First Prize in paper presentation  in Modern COE, 

Pune Prajali Kaswa 

Ketki Hanamshet TE First Prize innovation 2013 event paper 
Presentation 

Name of Student Class Type 

Anu Tiwari 

SE 

Football 

Ashwini Solke 

Ekta Joshi 

Deepika Nambutri 

Shreeja Nandy 

Sheetal Tekkam 

Roshni Patel 
Basketball 

Gauri Patil 

Pooja Dantawate Volleyball 

Payal Sahane 

Handball Lalita Rasane 

Malvika Kulkarni 

Aarya Agarwal Table Tennis 

Our Girls in Sports
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Name of Student Class Type 

Gayatri Devsthale TE Volleyball 

Rujuta Marathe 

BE 
 

Volleyball 

Trupti Desai Volleyball 

Bodake Chaitalee 

Handball: Inter College 3rd Place 
Inter-zonal 1st Place Captain of Pune 

city 
West Zone Inter University Silver 
Medal Qualified for all India inter 

university & Captain of Pune 
university 

Fourth place in ASHWMEDH Krida 
Mahothsav 

 
Cricket: 

Gold Medal in Damini 
 

Sudha Murthy Award for Sports 
year 2012 

 
 

Shruti Hoshing Cricket 
 

Scientist To Be or Not To be
What is said is true, a person learns the most in his

early years. It is during childhood, that we tend to

observe people and occurrences, which cast a deep

impact on our minds. Consider an instance. Most of

us have had some element of the human society who

would have caught our attention due to his style,

ability or profession and we would look up to

him/her, hoping to become someone quite similar!

But as kids, observing amongst our own classmates,

we would have definitely spotted that one weird

kid-in-the-corner, who tends to keep to himself, who

knows it all but fears to answer when asked, who

might be staring at the most simplest of things like a

chalk on the table and who hesitates to mix freely.

That set us to wonder "Is that what it takes to

become a Prodigy?"

What sets us apart from those who are modestly

termed, "Gifted Minds"?

Some kids do culminate specializing as a Scientist.

The ease and difficulty to become a scientist is

equally likely. It is not sufficient to have a role

model and to read about his/her works and simply

spin ideas of all the possible things we could do

ourselves. It is how we fulfil our dreams and plans

by putting them into action and effect, which counts.

To qualify as a respected scientist we need skills,

affinity to our work, proactive approach, ability to

imagine beyond existence and above all, self-belief.

It is a truth, bitter as it could imply that people

become scientists purely because they love their

work, and they are content if they make enough

money to spend most of their time doing their

research. Scientists also have children, and when

they start to grow up, suddenly the scientist needs to

put food regularly on the table, and then

manageably nurture the budding young potential

scientist in the family. If one desires to be a

scientist, one must do it because of the love for it.

But one must also be aware that survival is

important; Survival in both respects, of us in our

attempts to create the world a better place and our

existence in that new world. But to be happy in our
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existence in that new world. But to be happy in our

work, one has to choose it because it fascinates us,

not because it pays well. Still one cannot afford to

let finances force us out of the field of our choice.

This balancing act takes some serious thought and

expertise.

The best part is that education is inexpensive, or

even free, for the truly exceptional student. Strive to

be that student and professors will go out of their

way to teach you, and graduate programs will pay

you to attend. Well funded researchers will support

you to work with them. All we know, "Where there

is a Will, there is always a Way".

Hermes, Jaeger-LeCoultre and Les Cristalleries de

St. Louis , the three long standing brands combined

their years of knowledge and expertise to set a new

bar in horology.

The Atmos-Hermes clock needs no battery, electric

current or winding to run. Its mechanism is based

on an ingenious yet simple principle : A

hermetically sealed capsule containing a mixture of

gases that expands when the temperature rises and

contracts when it drops. Connected to the

mainspring of the clock, the capsule acts like a

concertina or bellows, thereby constantly winding

the movement. It is so sensitive that a one-degree

temperature difference is enough to power it for 48

hours. Its balance oscillates just twice a minute

rather than the average 300 times of a classic

wristwatch, which consumes 250 times more

energy than an Atmos clock. The 190 parts

composing this clever construction are precision-

assembled within the Manufacture.

Les Cristalleries de Saint-Louis glassmakers then

created the astonishing exterior of this clock: a

crystal globe made using the so-called double

overlay technique, which consists in coating layers

of glass over each other, including a coloured one.

Within the company, only six master glassmakers

have the mastery and experience required to

perform this task!

First of all, the glassblower uses his blowpipe or

gathering iron to collect the molten white enamel

and fashions it so as to create a ball known as a

gather; he then blows short puffs of air into this

mass, all the while regularly heating it; before

working it it further using a mailloche or shaping

block, a ladle-like wooden tool used to shape the

glass into a glass bubble or parison. This first stage

of production is rendered even more difficult by the

opacity of the material that prevents the artisan

from seeing the various layers of the enamel. In

parallel, four master glassmakers prepare a light-

coloured glass mass using the shaping block and

heat it to give it a spherical shape. Then comes the

overlay operation: the glassmaker uses the tip of his

blowpipe to detach the white enamel parison, into

which another master glassmaker pours the light-

coloured glass. The two layered materials are then

worked together and placed in a mould that is then

blown to form a sphere measuring around 30

centimetres in diameter. The latter is placed in an

annealing oven that serves to progressively cool it

down in order to avoid the glass shattering. Once

cooled down, the sphere that now weighs around

ten kilos is perforated in the spot where the

mechanism will be inserted. After this, using

previously drawn markings, it is cut so as to reveal

transparent pearl-like beads, and then polished to

create subtle light effects.

In Forbes words,

"Three ultra-traditional manufactures have

combined 783 years of creative expertise to produce

an extraordinary clock that was introduced this

week in Paris: Hermes, Jaeger-LeCoultre and Les

Cristalleries de Saint-Louis have coproduced a

unique clock that is more than that, it is an objet

d'art that happens to tell the time."

 Neha Sharma
T.E. Mechanical
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 Shreeja Nandy
S.E. Mechanical

A clock that literally runs on just air!



Be it Gandhar- the college

cultural fest- or Innovation- the

Technical fest- the mechanical

department always proved its

mantle. The students as well as

the faculty collaborated to

organise events and participated

with enthusiasm.

The highlight of this Gandhar

was indeed the Department show.

The mechanical department

faculty enthralled the audience

with their amazing moves. In the

words of Vidya Balan, their sole

aim was "Entertainment,

Entertainment and

Entertainment", the theme being

"Hundred years of Indian

Cinema". Another awaited event

in Gandhar this year was the

group dance competition where

the B.E. Mechanical class was

judged as the best dance troop.

Be it the nail art competition or

the body art, from floor

decoration to flower decoration

the girls once again proved their

artistic skills.

Not only did the department as a

whole enthusiastically participate

in Gandhar, but was also

extremely successful in the

technical events hosted under the

banner of Innovation 2k13. The

department organized the 'Lathe

wars' competition and 'The Wind

Turbine Energy Workshop' , both

of which gathered high

appreciation and participation.

The Wind Turbine Energy

Workshop was organized by

Leanway Energy. Mr. Chandekar,

who is the founding member and

CEO of LeanWay Energy- a

company dedicated to design and

fabrication of hybrid electricity

generation systems- enlightened

the participants about the basics

of wind energy. Komal Lagu, a

participant from our department,

said that the participants found

Mr. Chandekar's enthusiasm

encouraging and infectious. He

has definitely encouraged a lot of

students towards the cause of

alternative energy. He was heard

to be saying that the students

were very interactive and

inquisitive as well.

The Lathe Wars also received an

overwhelming response with

over 60 teams coming from

different parts of the state to

showcase their lathe skills.

All in all, this year was eventful

for the mechanical department

and we hope the trend continues

in the years to come.

Contributing to the Bigger Picture
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Mr Vishwas Deval...
. . is the Chairman of Maharshi

Karve Stree Shikshan Sanstha.

Over the years, he has graced the

positions of the Trustee, been a

member of various committees

while carrying on his business

Deval Utensils Factory. Mr Deval

has a Bachelors' degree in

Mechanical Engineering and

another in Metallurgy. He

completed his Masters in

Engineering as well as Business

Administration from the U.S.A.

Naturally we were very nervous

to talk with a man of his strature

but Mr. Deval being the innate

gentleman that he is, he made us

very comfortable.

Q] How did you start at the
Samstha?
My father was a trustee in the

Samstha. He passed away in

1988, after which some officials

of the Sanstha approached me. I

was requested to join the local

managing committee of our

bakery unit (Sampada).

We notice that he has been

unconsciously folding a piece of

craft paper as he is speaking.

Q] Origami How did it all start?
It is one of my favourite hobbies.

I was fond of craft right from

childhood.

Proof of his passion for origami

is displayed prominently along

the wall. The resemblance of

paper to clay moulded figurines

in uncanny.

Q] You have such varied
interests origami, rowing, your
business, the samstha. How do
you manage to have time?
If you really want to manage your

time, you can, you will. You just

have to be methodical, strict with

yourself. Take Olympic level

rowing, for example. Most of the

participants are post graduates or

Ph.D. students and they manage

their studies along with rowing.

Even looking at your college, you

must have noticed that there are a

few students who do it all-
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Purushottam, social activities,

and they are good in academics

as well.

Q] It must have been tough to
start an allgirls mechanical
engineering department. What
were the major obstacles and
how did you overcome them?
Cummins proposed the

formulation of the department

and has been a constant source of

support ever since. Of course, we

were not at all sure if all the seats

would fill up, but we took a

chance and it paid off. We also

had a lot of encouragement from

Dr. Bhide and the staff.

Q] You have done your masters
in the U.S.A. People rarely come
back after setting foot abroad.
What brought you back?
I think the wrong upbringing,

ideas about the nation.. (Laughs).
I wanted to do something for my

country. It was easier at that time

to obtain a green card, but I

preferred to return.

Q] What would you like to

incorporate into our education
system?
I would like to change the

marking system. If we switch

over to credit system, it will

ensure the growth of the student.

Students can choose their

disciplines and excel in them,

instead of being forced to study

something they are not interested

in. You can take four credits in

engineering and one in dance.

Multidisciplinary talents are most

sought after. So being very good

in just one thing is no longer

acceptable.

Q] What do you think is lacking
in the students today? Your
advice on career options?
Students should really study

more! On one of my visits to the

college, I had asked a student

what the feed/speed for an

operation was. She couldn't

answer, and made the excuse that

they had learnt it in first year.

They do not show much

involvement in subjects. I would

suggest the girls to go into

research. Research in all areas is

quickly growing. Students have

all the analytical tools at their

fingertips.

Q] Lastly, do you have any
message for the students of our
college?
If you read our mission

statement, you will find the

phrase "good human beings". I

want the girls to excel at

whatever they do, but at the end

of the day, they must remember

their values, they must be good

human beings.

Physical fitness is another area

on which I must stress. We have

a club, make use of it. For good

productivity, you must remain

physically healthy.



Team Blitz, the Baja team from

our college, finished 13th in the

Endurance race. The Endurance

race is a gruelling task, requiring

the team to set a thoughtlessly

fast pace and finish the required

number of laps. In the

manoeuvring challenge, the

vehicle is tested for its flexibility

as the driver has to make her way

through a number of hurdles.

Team Blitz also won the second

place for Best Build. Mrunal

Sawant- captain of the team- in

her address to the class after the

competition said that the judges

were impressed that the team

came to check on the car each

morning, tightening bolts, testing

the general performance. The

judges had never seen that level

of meticulousness. That's just

girls for you, eh?

The selection process for the

next team has begun. Participants

will find the year ahead

challenging, as the process of

design and fabrication cannot

start until they have the requisite

learning, which is a mountain,

per se. But they have done it

once, they will do so again.

We spoke to Mrunal about

challenges faced and hurdles

overcome during the entire

process. Parts of the

conversation:

Q] Whose idea was it to
participate in Baja?
I came across an episode on

Overdrive about Baja and found

it an engaging sort of

competition. I told my

classmates about it and we

decided to participate.

Q] What was the procedure for
the selection of the first team?
The information regarding this

competition was circulated in

class. Interested students did a

thorough study of automobiles

and the entire process of

designing and fabrication, and a

year later, the team was formed.

Q] Has this phase helped you
become a better engineer?
Engineering is about finding the

best solution possible in the

given constraints and boundary

conditions, and Baja is an

engineer's dream come true. The

competition has given me first-

hand experience on engineering

challenges, and this will

definitely help my further

endeavours as an engineer.

Q] What hurdles did you come
across during the design and
manufacturing process and the
competition?

Few hurdles we faced were the

extended delivery time (of

materials) due to which we were

lagging behind in our deadlines.

But we roamed about the Pune in

search of a vendor who could

give us the part in a shorter time.

For few parts, we even contacted

Coimbatore and Delhi to courier

it to us- well within time-

because the materials were

taking time to be delivered in

Pune. But all the tension of

meeting deadlines made the

journey exciting.

Q] How was the whole process of
designing and fabricating the
car?
That was the most amazing

process of the whole

competition. All the pictures that

were just in our heads and all the

drawings we had on paper were

actually taking shape. When we

had the first trial of the car, it

was a great feeling to watch the

car that was just on paper

actually roll out onto the

workshop. The joy experienced

by each one of us was nothing

less than what a mother feels

when her baby takes his first

steps!
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BAJA SAEINDIA 2013

(Please give us your feedback at mechanicalexpress2013@gmail.com)



Inauguration Ceremony: Year 2010 

Chapter 63 : Western Section  
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Mr. Craig Barnes (CTO, CIL) Prof. V. Kumar (Co-Chairman, Student Activities, 
SAE INDIA Western Section)

From Left : Dr. Ardhendu G. Pathak (Technology leader, Electrical Technology & Systems Labs, Bengaluru. 
Currently working with Air Bus), Mr. Rajeev Sardesai (Director, India Technical Centre, Cummins India ABO), Mrs. 
Sonali Kulkarni (President & CEO FANUC India LTD), Mrs. Madhuri Khambete (Principal, CCOEW), Prof. V. 
Kumar (Co-Chairman, Student Activities, SAE INDIA Western Section) 



The Grand Felicitation Program, 2011

Speaker:

Mr. Tom Linebarger (Chairman & CEO, Cummins)  

From left:

Mr. Ravindra Deshpande (Secretary, MKSSS) 

Mr. Vishwas Deval (Chairman, MKSSS)

Dr. Snehlata Sahastrabuddhe (President MKSSS)

Mr. John Wall (Vice president & CTO Cummins)

Mr. Anant Talaulicar (MD, TCIL)

Mrs. Madhuri Khambete (Principal, CCOEW) 
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Workshop by Leanway Energy – A Promise to Power The Future 23

 Highlights of CCOEW Technical Event 
“Innovation 2K13”



24 Department Of Mechanical Engineering
Karvenagar, Pune.




